Punggol was selected by HDB to be developed as the first eco-town in Singapore, with various initiatives for sustainable living being implemented.

Find out more about Punggol eco-town and lead a greener lifestyle through these programmes!

To find out more about the programmes and activities featured in this brochure:

visit us at www.hdb.gov.sg/community

or email us at HDB_Community_Partnerships@hdb.gov.sg

Do your part for the environment and live the eco way!

Use electrical appliances with high efficiency ratings will help you reduce your electricity bill.

You can save about $270 a year by using a 5-tick air-con instead of a 2-tick model!*

*based on electricity cost of $0.27 per kWh of electricity, assuming a multi-split 7.5kW cooling capacity air-con used 8 hours daily.

Source: www.punggol.sg

To stay healthy while reducing carbon emissions, walk or cycle if you are travelling within Punggol!

A 15-min walk will burn about 42kcal and is equivalent to about 933 steps. That is worth one stick of mutton satay!

Source: www.healthyhub.sg

Check out www.hdb.gov.sg/ecolivingtips for more tips to lead an eco-friendly lifestyle!
Life in Punggol has been made more exciting by some of your friendly neighbours! Check out what they have been up to. You can join them too, and make Punggol a more vibrant place for all your neighbours!

The students have done a great job sharing their knowledge about Punggol. It was a lot of fun interacting with them and seeing them so enthusiastic!
- Mr Lim, participant of the guided tour

Punggol View Primary School
A group of students from Punggol View Primary School signed up as volunteers to become champions for gracious and responsible heartland living.

At the opening of the Punggol Town Square in Jan 2017, the students went around Punggol and shared neighbourliness tips with residents. Taking the lead for eco-living in Punggol, our young champions went on to be guides at the Punggol Discovery Cube and brought residents through the various exhibits.

“Ms Sharon Tay
Ms Sharon Tay, a resident of Waterway Cascadia, and her neighbours set up the Cascadia Sky Garden. They organised gardening activities for neighbours to learn food-growing skills and allow the younger generation to appreciate where food comes from.

They also plan to distribute harvests from the garden to needy residents in the area. Ms Tay hopes to create a platform for residents to interact and bond through this community garden.

‘It’s amazing to see people bonding on this gardening journey, and we hope everyone will enjoy this little space!’
- Ms Tay

On a lookout for volunteering opportunities to contribute to your community like Ms Koo? Join us as HDB’s Friends of Our Heartlands!
Visit www.hdb.gov.sg/FOH

Want to organise activities to enliven your neighbourhood and bring your neighbours together like Ms Tay? Find out more about the Lively Places Programme!
Visit http://www.hdb.gov.sg/LivelyPlacesProg

Ms Carol Koo
Volunteering with HDB since Jan 2017, Ms Carol Koo has led several eco-themed guided tours for students and elderly, facilitated in a brisk-walking activity, and reached out to residents at community events.

Through her participation in these activities, Ms Koo leads an active lifestyle in her retirement. She hopes to inspire residents to join her through the sharing of her experience.

“The activities were memorable and helped me understand my current living environment better. From my interactions with the community, I have also learnt how to engage them more effectively.”
- Ms Koo